
Global Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers Market
to Boost at a CAGR of 4.60% During the
Forecast Period 2022-2030

The report provides a comprehensive

analysis of the market structure

alongside a forecast of the various

segments and sub-segments of the

market. 

NEWARK, UNITED STATES, May 30, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As per the report published by

MarketsandResearch.biz, the global motor vehicle shock absorbers market is expected to grow

from USD 13.08 billion in 2021 to USD 19.61 billion by 2030, at a CAGR of 4.60% during the

forecast period 2022-2030.

Globally demand for motor vehicle shock absorbers will rise over the projection years as the

number of vehicles increases. Similarly, an expansion in production and the need for vehicles will

deliver significant development prospects for the global motor vehicle shock absorbers industry.

The introduction of advanced technology, such as recreating shock absorbers in electric cars, has

contributed to substantial growth in the need for automotive shock absorbers. Factors pushing

the need for change are enhanced demand for improving transportation rates and vehicle safety

from motorcar owners. Numerous manufacturers recommend replacing the shock absorbers

every 50,000 miles.

Competitive Strategy

To enhance their market position in the global motor vehicle shock absorbers market, the key

players are now focusing on adopting the strategies such as product innovations, mergers &

acquisitions, recent developments, joint ventures, collaborations, and partnerships.

On May 13, 2022, Lexus revealed the new UX 200/250h compact crossover. The motorcar is

planned for a summer 2022 launch in Japan. The new UX200/250h has exciting driving

performance enhanced with its safety systems by developing the preventive safety technology

processes and adding the most outstanding multimedia system.
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Market Growth & Trends:

Suspension damping techniques have been used in cars for years.  Hydraulic and gas-filled

shock absorbers have been majorly utilized in automobiles for multiple years and are specifically

used in the rear and front suspension systems Shock absorber manufacturers are innovating

and enhancing technological elements of suspension techniques, such as the creation,

acceleration, hold, and smoothness of shock absorbers. Technical advancement in the

automotive components is also a substantial growth factor for the market. Similarly, evaluation

of technical problems in suspension systems and substitutes for shock absorbers have gained

speed in the last periodic years. Furthermore, the increased manufacturing of motor vehicle

shock absorbers accelerates the market's development..

Key Findings:

In 2021, the hydraulic type motor vehicle shock absorbers segment dominated the market with

the largest market share of 32% and market revenue of 4.1 billion.

The type segment is divided into pneumatic type motor vehicle shock absorbers, hydraulic type

motor vehicle shock absorbers & other type. In 2021, the hydraulic type motor vehicle shock

absorbers segment dominated the market with the largest market share of 32% and market

revenue of 4.1 billion. A shock absorber is a hydraulic or mechanical device designed to damp

and absorb shock stimulations. It does it by transforming the kinetic power of the shock into a

different state of energy, generally heat, which is then dispersed. Most shock absorbers are a

state of dashpot, also known as a damper, that rebels through dense friction.

In 2021, the motorcycle segment dominated the market with the largest market share of 64%

and market revenue of 8.37 billion.

The application segment is divided into motorcycle & automotive. In 2021, the motorcycle

segment dominated the market with the largest market share of 64% and market revenue of

8.37 billion. A motorcycle's suspension performs a double objective contributing to the vehicle's

handling and braking and delivering security and convenience by supporting passengers

comfortably separated from road bluster, bumps, and vibrations.

Regional Segment Analysis of the Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers Market

North America (U.S., Canada, Mexico)

Europe (Germany, France, U.K., Italy, Spain, Rest of Europe)

Asia-Pacific (China, Japan, India, Rest of APAC)

South America (Brazil and the Rest of South America)

The Middle East and Africa (UAE, South Africa, Rest of MEA)

Among all regions, the Asia Pacific region emerged as the largest market for the global motor

vehicle shock absorbers market, with a market share of around 32.5% and 4.2 billion of the

market revenue in 2021. The demand for shock absorbers rises due to the increased

replacement rate of shock absorbers in motor vehicles and increased vehicle security and ease.

Similarly, Asia-Pacific has dominated the global motor vehicles shock absorbers in value and



volume, followed by North America and Europe. In the Asia Pacific shock absorber market, China

and India are the major countries for the market's development.
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Key players operating in the global motor vehicle shock absorbers market are:

Zhongxing Shock

Zhejiang Sensen

ZF

Yaoyong Shock

Wanxiang

Tianjin Tiande

Tenneco

Showa

S&T Motiv

Ride Control

Ningjiang Shanchuan

Mando

Magneti Marelli

Liuzhou Carrera

KYB

KONI

Jiangsu Bright Star

Hitachi

Faw-Tokico

Escorts Group

Endurance

CVCT

Chuannan Absorber

Chongqing Zhongyi

Chongqing Sokon

Chengdu Jiuding

BWI Group

Bilstein

Anand

ALKO

This study forecasts revenue at global, regional, and country levels from 2019 to 2030. The

Markets and Research have segmented the global motor vehicle shock absorbers market based

on the below-mentioned segments:
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Global Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers Market by Type:

Pneumatic Type Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers

Hydraulic Type Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers

Other Type

Global Motor Vehicle Shock Absorbers Market by Application:

Motorcycle

Automotive

To Purchase Research Report @ https://www.marketsandresearch.biz/buy-now/301654/single

About the report:

The global motor vehicle shock absorbers market is analysed based on value (USD Billion). All

the segments have been analyzed on a worldwide, regional, and country basis. The study

includes the analysis of more than 30 countries for each part. The report offers an in-depth

analysis of driving factors, opportunities, restraints, and challenges for gaining critical insight into

the market. The study includes porter's five forces model, attractiveness analysis, raw material

analysis, supply, demand analysis, competitor position grid analysis, distribution, and marketing

channels analysis.

Customization of the Report:

This report can be customized to meet the client’s requirements. Please connect with our sales

team (sales@marketsandresearch.biz), who will ensure that you get a report that suits your

needs. You can also get in touch with our executives on 1-201-465-4211 to share your research

requirements.
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